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We analyze a configuration consisting of a 3He droplet inmersed in a Bose-Einstein condensate at T’0. We
investigate the stationary density and oscillations of the condensate, as well as the dynamics of the droplet in
the frame of a simple model. Our paper takes into account the actual interaction potential between the 3He and
condensate atoms and reveals the stability of the dynamics of a small 3He droplet inside the condensate.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of experimental production of Bose-
Einstein condensates via magnetic and magneto-optic cool-
ing and trapping, it has been generally stressed that conden-
sates are fragile and unstable against a variety of
disturbances such as stray heating, field noise in the trap,
inelastic collisions with background atoms and, in general,
intrusions of foreign agents @1#. The theoretical treatment of
these and other perturbations is delicate and largely model
dependent, so that one can at most approach one particular
issue in a very specific frame. In the present paper, our pur-
pose is to analyze the effects of doping a boson condensate
with an impurity with which the atoms can interact through a
potential that exhibits an attractive well, in addition to an
exclusion core.
In such a case, not only the structural and energetical
modifications undergone by the condensate are a subject of
interest, but also the impurity dynamics, together with the
adiabatic evolution of the condensate in the presence of their
mutual coupling, are worth a detailed analysis. For this sake,
in order to fix ideas, we first present a simple Thomas-Fermi
model for a boson condensate perturbed by a static atomic or
molecular cluster located near its center. Simple estimates
indicate that except for impurities macroscopically large with
respect to the size of the trap, the excluded particles repre-
sent a very small fraction of the total number. Moreover, we
improve the model with a definite selection of the cluster—a
small 3He droplet trapped in the magnetic potential well—
and a relatively more realistic description of the impurity-
atom interaction. We base this choice on the fact that it has
been recently shown @2# that 3He clusters are bound for par-
ticle numbers larger than 29 and that valence particles in
open shell drops couple their spins to the maximum allowed
value. This finding relies on a shell model-like calculation
based on nonlocal density-functional theory and has been
recently corroborated by a variational computation of ener-
gies of 3He droplets, using Aziz two-body interactions and
including two- and three-body Jastrow-like correlations @3#.
In this case, the smallest bound drop contains 35 atoms,
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confirms the magnetic properties of these systems. The total
magnetic moment of the cluster may then permit its confine-
ment in a magnetic trap. We show that if such an impurity
becomes trapped together with the bosonic atoms, its only
effect upon the condensate is suppression of a moderate
number of bosons from its vecinity; neither the density pro-
file of the condensed particles, nor their low-energy excita-
tions, are significantly disturbed by the foreign agent.
We perform a detailed calculation of the motion of the
impurity, subjected to the force provided by the condensed
density. Assuming various initial conditions, and also some
simplifying calculatory assumptions that retain the main
physics of the problem, we show that the cluster can undergo
oscillations around the trap center. Anyway, its center of
mass remains localized, at least during times comparable
with the condensate lifetime. This outcome differs from pre-
vious findings by Chin and Forbert @4#, who predict expul-
sion of the molecule from the trap. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the study of Ref. @4# is the only prior estimate of the
response of a condensate to doping by a large molecular
cluster; the calculation stresses the geometrical aspects of
exclusion of bosons in the trap, induced by the presence of
an impenetrable sphere, and on those grounds it has been
concluded that due to the reaction of the excluded cloud, the
impurity would be most likely expelled from the condensate.
The result of the present paper is due to the fact that we have
explicitly taken into account the attractive interaction well
between atoms in the impurity and those in the condensate.
This attraction is the source of the effective restoring force.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
the Thomas-Fermi description of a condensate doped with a
small 3He cluster and in Sec. III, we discuss the stationary
solutions of the Gross-Pitaevsky equations and the spectrum
of small amplitude oscillations of the trapped atoms interact-
ing with the impurity. In Sec. IV, we examine the dynamics
of the drop. The final summary and conclusions are the sub-
ject of Sec. V.
II. THOMAS-FERMI DESCRIPTION
OF A DOPED CONDENSATE
Let us assume that the condensed atoms interact with an
impurity located at position R in the trap through a Lennard-©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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the effective external field felt by the particles is
V~r!5
mv2
2 r
214«F S sur2Ru D
12
2S sur2Ru D
6G ~2.1!
for ur2Ru>rc and
V~r!5
mv2
2 r
21VLJ~rc! ~2.2!
for ur2Ru<rc , with rc sufficiently small to guarantee that
the chemical potential m lies well below V LJ(rc). For an
atomic impurity, i.e., a molecule or a small atomic cluster,
typical energy and length scales for the parameters of the LJ
potential are a few K and a few Å ~or fractions!, respec-
tively. The classical turning points r1,2 are thus defined by
the relationship
m5V~r1,2!. ~2.3!
For the sake of some estimates, it is convenient to con-
sider that the impurity is motionless at the center of the trap,
i.e., R50. Since the size of the condensate amounts to sev-
eral microns, and m is, at most, around 1 mK, we can safely
assume that r1 and r2, respectively, coincide with the turning
points of a pure LJ and pure harmonic trap potentials, respec-
tively. Accordingly, we obtain
r15sS 2«m D
1/6SA11 m« 21 D
1/6
, ~2.4!
r25S 2m
mv2
D 1/2. ~2.5!
The Thomas-Fermi ~TF! density thus reads @5,6#
rTF5
m2V trap2VLJ
g Q~m2V trap2VLJ! ~2.6!
with V trap5mv2r2/2 and g54p\2a/m the interaction pa-
rameter between the boson atoms, with a being the s-wave
scattering length. It is worthwhile noticing that for a strongly
attractive, highly localized LJ potential, the density ~2.6! ex-
hibits a large peak, whose presence might invalidate the TF
approximation. However, as discussed further in Sec. III, ex-
plicit calculations of the density profile in the mean-field
description support the quantitative analysis presented be-
low.
As usual, the chemical potential m is fixed by particle
number conservation, namely,
N5E
r1
r2
d3rrTF~r !5N trap~m ,v!1NLJ~m ,v ,s ,«! ~2.7!
with
N trap5E
0
r2
d3r
m2V trap
g 5
8p
15g S 2mv2D
3/2
m5/2, ~2.8!02360the number of atoms held by the bare harmonic trap and
NLJ52E
0
r1
d3r
m2V trap
g 2Er1
r2
d3r
VLJ
g ~2.9!
the amount of atoms expelled by the LJ exclusion core, that
become concentrated at the large density peak sitting at the
LJ well.
Taking advantage of the fact that the LJ potential is neg-
ligible at r2 and that m/« is much smaller than unity—which
in turns permits us to approximate r1’s1o(m/«)—we ob-
tain
NLJ~m ,v ,s ,«!5
4p
g S 2 ms
3
3 1
mv2
10 s
51
8
9 «s
3D .
~2.10!
The relative magnitudes of the terms in this expression
become clearer if we introduce some typical scales; «˜
5«/\v , m˜ 5m/\v , aosc5A\/mv , we can write
NLJ5
s3
3aosc
2 a
S 8«˜3 2m˜ D 1 s510aosc4 a ’ 89 s
3
aosc
2 a
«˜ . ~2.11!
The last line holds in view of the fact that «˜ is around six
orders of magnitude larger than m˜ , while s is comparable
with the scattering length a, thus three orders of magnitude
below aosc . Furthermore, it shows that the number of ex-
cluded particles is of order unity and independent of the total
number of atoms in the condensate. Notice that the second
term in Eq. ~2.11! can be sizeable for an impurity core s
much larger than aosc ; in this case, the first term becomes
macroscopically large as well. However, if s becomes com-
parable with the condensate diameter, the simple TF model
becomes invalid. On the other hand, sensitivity of NLJ to the
total particle number could only be restored at the expense of
drastically suppressing the attractive strength « , which
leaves one with the hard-core interaction discussed in Ref.
@4#; in such a case, NLJ52s3m˜ /3aosc
2 a1s5/10aosc
4 a would
be the number of bosonic atoms excluded by the hard sphere.
Similar considerations allow us to derive a first correction
to the chemical potential of the bosons in the deformed trap;
Eq. ~2.7! is an implicit one whose zeroth order approxima-
tion corresponds to m0 defined by Eq. ~2.8!. A first iteration
then gives
NLJ~m ,v ,s ,«!’NLJ~m0 ,v ,s ,«!
5
4p
g F2S 15g8p N D
2/5S mv22 D
3/5 s3
3
1
mv2
10 s
51
8
9 «s
3G . ~2.12!
We now consider
N5N trap~m!1NLJ~m0!. ~2.13!3-2
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solved, giving
m’m0H 11 s3
l3
F 1
~15N !3/5
2
s2
25l2N
2
16
45pN
«˜
~l/aosc!2
G J .
~2.14!
We have here defined a length scale l as
l55aosc
4 a ~2.15!
which, for a’1023aosc takes the value l’0.25aosc . For the
sizes and energies under consideration, this gives
m’m0S 12 0.004N D . ~2.16!
It is then clear that for currently large condensates, no modi-
fication in the chemical potential is to be expected in the
presence of such perturbations. On the other hand, it should
be kept in mind that if the impurity core s becomes compa-
rable with aosc , the assumptions giving rise to Eqs. ~2.11!
and ~2.14! are no longer valid.
III. THE 3He CLUSTER
In this section we develop a more specific model in which
the impurity with phase-space coordinates (R,P) is a small
droplet of liquid 3He, whose density profile r3(rHe) is com-
puted in the density-functional frame of Ref. @7#. The trapped
bosons are alkali atoms and the 3He-alkali interaction poten-
tial V32a is taken from Ref. @8#. The total Hamiltonian is
then written as
Hr~r!,R,P5E drF \22m U„Ar~r!U2
1V trap~r!r~r!1
g
2 r
2~r!G1 P22M
1E E drdrHer~r!r3~rHe!V32a~r,rHe!.
~3.1!
In Eq. ~3.1!, the impurity is treated as a structureless clas-
sical object with kinetic energy P2/2M and the first term is
the usual Gross-Pitaevski ~GP! density functional, which to-
gether with the coupling gives rise to an equation-of-motion
for the condensate density of the form
mAr~r!5F2 \22m „21Veff~r!1gr~r!GAr~r! ~3.2!
with the effective external potential
Veff5V trap1E drHer3~rHe!V32a~r,rHe!. ~3.3!
Furthermore, throughout this paper we disregard the re-
storing force exerted on the impurity by the magnetic trap,02360since our aim is to focus upon the mutual interaction effects
between cluster and condensate, since such a restoring force
would only enhance the condensate action.
Assuming that the impurity remains motionless at R50,
we have performed a series of calculations solving the above
modified GP equation for alkali condensates of Rb, Na, and
Li, as well as for polarized hydrogen; in spite of the relative
differences in the description of the cluster-atom interaction,
the overall effects remain identical. A typical droplet consis-
tent with the simplifying assumptions of this paper contains
30 helium atoms; according to Ref. @2#, this is the smallest,
even atom number for which the droplet is bound and exhib-
its a large magnetic moment.
Density-functional theory permits a full calculation of the
structural aspects of the helium densities interacting with the
condensate-alkali density. A combined energy functional can
be derived as the sum of the GP energy plus a density func-
tional for the 3He system, which is presently available @9#,
and a condensate-alkali interaction energy term. This leads to
a system of coupled GP-like equations for both the boson
and the 3He density profiles, which provides the correct dy-
namics of the whole system. However, application of this
procedure would imply a much higher computational cost
with little extra insight in the main issues addressed in this
paper; a self-consistent density profile for the helium cluster
would only slightly modify the details of the effective poten-
tial ~3.3! at the small scale level, preserving its general shape
and the qualitative characteristics of the driving forces. It
should be kept in mind that while the condensate is a dilute,
the impurity is a highly incompressible liquid cluster @10,11#.
The density profiles and effective external fields felt by
the bosonic atoms are, respectively, displayed in Figs. 1 and
2 for Rb and Na condensates carrying N5105 particles. In
Fig. 1 we observe that for radii greater than the droplet core,
the condensate density is similar to that in a standard har-
monic trap; the effect of the impurity can only be seen on a
much smaller scale. The cluster drills a hole in the density of
the size of the V32a core, however the density develops a
strong peak around the potential minimum. This can be un-
derstood if one compares the minimum interaction energy of
-0.01 K ~see Fig. 2! with the nanoKelvin energy scale im-
FIG. 1. Density profiles of condensates of Rb ~full line! and Na
~dashed line! for particle number N5105. The inset shows a zoom
of the density around the potential minimum.3-3
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We must also point out that both the density peak, relative to
the unperturbed value at r50, and the hole width, decrease
with increasing number of particles N. This can be visualized
taking into account the growth of the chemical potential with
total particle number as N2/5.
In order to estimate the quality of the TF approach we
have compared the TF and the GP density profiles, finding
that for the number of particles addressed in this paper no
visible difference appears. We have also verified the validity
of Eq. ~2.11! by integrating the peak density of the GP solu-
tion shown in Fig. 1.
Furthermore, we have computed the hydrodynamic, low-
energy excitation spectrum of the perturbed condensates that
correspond to the stationary solutions of the linearized
equations-of-motion for density fluctuations dr(r,t)5exp
(2iVt)dr(r) @12#,
mV2dr52@~m2Veff!dr# . ~3.4!
The solutions of this equation have the form dr(r)
5Pl
(2n)(r)rlY lm(u ,f) where the polynomials Pl(2n)(r) are
defined inside the condensate and satisfy the orthogonality
condition
E
r1
r2
Pl
(2n)~r !Pl
(2n8)~r !r2l12dr50 if n5 n8.
The numerical solution of Eq. ~3.4! is performed in the stan-
dard way, expanding dr in a suitable basis and then diago-
nalizing the resulting matrix; it should be emphasized how-
ever that extra care has to be taken when dealing with the
different scales of the condensate density.
We have made calculations for excitations with l50,1 as
a function of the chemical potential, for a condensate of Rb
atoms subjected to the interaction with a cluster with 30
helium atoms. The relative frequency correction x2
5100(V22V02)/V02, with V02 the excitation frequency in a
pure harmonic trap, is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the
chemical potential. We observe that x2 is completely negli-
gible for moderate to large values of N. The corrections are
FIG. 2. External potentials seen by the atoms. Full, dashed and
dotted lines correspond to Rb, Na, and Li atoms, respectively. The
inset shows the standard harmonic trap potential ~in K! for the Rb
atoms and v5100 s21. Notice that the scale aosc is roughly 104 Å.02360larger for l51 than for l50 and for a given value of angular
momentum, the frequency shift increases with increasing ra-
dial quantum number n. This can be interpreted in view of
the fact that the density peak develops along the radius of the
attractive well, thus its motion can only be triggered by the
smallest wavelengths, i.e., l<lcrit’s-, in other words, by
high-energy excitations, which are then the most sensitive to
its presence.
IV. THE IMPURITY MOTION
We now analyze the effects of coupling between conden-
sate and impurity motion. To simplify the description, we
derive an effective droplet-atom interaction folding the inter-
action V32a from Refs. @8# and @13# with the density r3(rHe)
computed as in Ref. @7# @cf. Eq. ~3.1!# and fitting the result to
a LJ potential, the corresponding parameters being s
527 Å and «50.011 K ~see Fig. 4!. The dynamics gener-
ated by the Hamiltonian ~3.1! is contained in the time-
dependent GP equation for the condensate density r(r) in
the presence of a total external field of the form ~2.1!, to-
gether with the classical equation of motion
M
d2R
dt2
52„RE drVLJ~ ur2Ru!r~r!. ~4.1!
At this point we incorporate a further simplification to the
numerical resolution of this coupled dynamics as follows.
Since the impurity is a macroscopic object with respect to
the individual atoms, one can safely assume that its motion
takes place in a much larger characteristic time that the
equilibration scale of the condensate. The boson dynamics
could then be regarded as adiabatic with respect to the im-
purity motion. This hypothesis can be also supported by the
fact, already discussed at the end of the previous section, that
a localized perturbation such as the droplet can only disturb
the highest frequency modes of the condensate motion, how-
ever at the very small rate shown there.
FIG. 3. Log-log plot of x2, the relative correction to the eigen-
frequencies of the condensate ~see the text!. Full ~dashed! lines
correspond to excitations with l50 (l51). The different lines with
the same linestyle distinguish among the radial quantum numbers n,
corresponding a lower n to a lower line.3-4
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densate density by its TF approximation ~2.6!. As long as the
dynamics of the condensate remains adiabatic this approxi-
mation is consistent with the TF approximation for the static
density discussed in Secs. II and III. The coupled dynamics
is then iteratively solved according to the sequence ~i! com-
pute the force exerted by an unperturbed condensate on a
helium droplet initially located at (R0 ,P0), ~ii! allow the
cluster to undergo a small displacement DR during a short
time interval Dt , ~iii! compute the new condensate TF den-
sity due to the effective external field created by an impurity
at R01DR and back to ~i! for the next displacement. We
have verified that this numerical sequence is stable and en-
ergy conserving; in addition, we have found that a peculiar-
ity of the present description is the fact that if one replaces
the true condensate density r(r,t) in Eq. ~4.1! by its TF
approximation rTF@r,R(t)# , the Jacobi integral
E5
1
2 M S dRdt D
2
2E F~R!dR ~4.2!
with
F~R!52E dr@„RVLJ~ ur2Ru!#rTF~r,R! ~4.3!
is a first integral of the motion. Numerical conservation of
this quantity is then a fingerprint of desired stability and we
have verified that this quantity is conserved within 1% dur-
ing, at least 0.1 s.
As an illustration of this kind of motion, we show in Fig.
5~a! the potential energy WF52*F(R)dR appearing by Eq.
~4.2!; ~b! the associated phase-space dynamics and ~c! the
z-coordinate as a function of time. The impurity was released
in a Rb condensate with 105 particles at a position R0
5aosc52.8 mm zˆ with zero velocity. Regardless the initial
condition, the resulting motion is oscillatory around the cen-
ter of the trap with a period t’21 ms. In part ~c! of Fig. 5
we observe that the evolution does not take place at constant
FIG. 4. Interaction potential between one Rb atom and the He
cluster. The full line corresponds to the folded interaction in Eq.
~3.3!, the dashed line shows the fitted Lennard-Jones potential used
in the calculations. Notice that the moderate spread of the approxi-
mate potential with respect to the folded one is nonrelevant within
the condensate scales.02360amplitude; in fact, we have verified that the amplitude in-
creases exponentially with a time constant of 12 s. This out-
come, however, is only a byproduct of the numerical scheme
utilized and is in accordance with the accuracy mentioned in
the preceding paragraph.
Due to the simplifying assumptions made on the interac-
tion potential and condensate dynamics it is posible to ex-
tract an approximate analytic expression for the restoring co-
efficient k of the interaction force ~4.3! in the z direction. We
proceed to integrate Eq. ~4.3! in the domain fixed by the TF
density, compute ]Fz(z)/]zuz50 , and expand the result for
large e and small s; we thus find
k5mv2
s3
aosc
2 a
F8e˜13m˜9 283e˜ S sr2D
3
1
8e˜2m˜
4 S sr2D
6
1G
~4.4!
and then to leading order, we can calculate an approximate
period
tapp52pAMk 5
1
v S Mm aosc2 as3 D
1/2 6p
~8e˜13m˜ !1/2
. ~4.5!
From this expression we see that the oscillation time is in-
deed weakly dependent on the chemical potential, or number
of particles, of the condensate. To verify this fact we have
performed a series of calculations with the same initial con-
ditions and lower numbers of particles. We have found that
for particles ranging from 103 to 105 the oscillation period
was constant within our numerical accuracy, being t
5(21.460.1) ms, while according to Eq. ~4.5! the approxi-
mate period is tapp521.6 ms with a spread smaller than 1
ppm in the whole range.
Throughout this section, we have only considered the
one-dimensional motion of the droplet. Indeed, since the to-
tal force on the cluster is a central one, its angular momen-
tum is conserved and the three-dimensional dynamics be-
comes a trivial issue. A feature to remark about is that the
FIG. 5. Dynamics of the He droplet in the Rb condensate. ~a!
Potential energy WF felt by the droplet at a position z, ~b! phase-
space dynamics, and ~c! motion along the z axis.3-5
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ever, we have verified that within this model, due to the
substantial difference between condensate and impurity
scales, linearity is an excellent approximation. This is illus-
trated in Table I. In fact, we have observed that the three-
dimensional ~3D! orbits appears as closed trajectories within
the lifetime of the condensate, indicating that the rotation
induced by the nonlinear terms in the restoring force are
unimportant. Furthermore, the quasiperiod of these orbits is a
characteristic of the system and is unaffected by the diverse
initial conditions.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In this paper we have examined the structural and ener-
getical modifications undergone by a boson condensate in
the presence of a static doping agent that provides an extra
external field, and also the dynamics of the impurity sub-
jected to the average force exerted by the atomic cloud. As
specific input, we have considered a small 3He cluster, since
we can provide a reasonable description of both the helium
atom-alkali atom interaction and of the droplet density. In
view of its nonvanishing magnetic moment, the droplet can
be trapped by the external field, however throughout this
paper we have disregarded the magnetic force on the droplet
in order to stress the role of the coupling between the impu-
rity and the condensate, which is the most important contri-
bution to the total restoring force.
The main results of this paper are, on the one hand, the
fact that for the scales considered, i.e., impurity and conden-
sate sizes, the effects of the doping agent upon the cloud are
essentially negligible, meaning that the ground state and low
TABLE I. Exact force Fz according to Eq. ~4.3! vs approximate
expression 2kz felt by the droplet at z. Data correspond to a Rb
condensate carrying 105 particles.
z(aosc) Fz(\v/aosc) 2kz (\v/aosc)
1.0 26.131 2026 26.131 1953
2.0 212.262 3909 212.262 3906
3.0 218.393 5852 218.393 5859
4.0 224.524 7802 224.524 7812
5.0 230.655 9371 230.655 976602360excitations of such condensates are robust against perturba-
tions induced by such probes. Stability of the condensate
prevails, in spite of the fact that the repulsive core of the
cluster-atom interaction excludes some small fraction of the
trap volume, which is however, of limited relevance regard-
ing the overall size of the boson system. On the other hand,
the impurity itself is sensitive to the surrounding cloud,
which impresses an oscillatory motion around the center of
the trap. This is due to the fact that the helium cluster feels
an average effective restoring force, created by the boson
atoms.
It is important to remark that in spite of the positiveness
of the s-wave scattering length for such an interaction, the
attraction is responsible for the existence of an effective,
macroscopic restoring force exerted by the atomic cloud on
the cluster. We have in fact verified that the s and p phase
shifts correspond to predominant repulsion, but it should be
kept in mind that insofar as the impurity is regarded as a
macroscopic scattering center, phase shifts and scattering
lengths are parameters characterizing dispersion of the indi-
vidual bosonic atoms. The motion of this scattering center is
due to the average, combined action of the cloud, which in
the present case, strongly enhances the attractive part of the
interaction.
We also stress that all the considerations in this section
exclusively concern the present results, which are, in this
sense, rather model-dependent. A different type of coupling
would not necessarily give rise to a similar outcome, as evi-
denced by the conclusions of Ref. @4#, where a purely repul-
sive interaction gives rise to expulsion of the impurity. How-
ever, these distinct results indicate that impurity dynamics in
the bulk of a boson condensate is a nontrivial issue that
merits deeper investigation, which in any specific situation
requires an appropriate description of the interaction.
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